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FABIC Director: Tanya Curtis leads a team of psychologists who all employ  
the unique Fabic methodology based on supporting people to understand & change unwanted behaviour  
For general enquiries email info@fabic.com.au or call 07 5530 5099  
FABIC National Behavioural Centre:  Level One Worongary Town Centre, Worongary, Gold Coast QLD.

fabic.com.au

Fabic Behaviour Change App 
Supporting People to Understand & Change 
Unwanted Behaviour via completion of  
(1) Fabic’s Behaviour/Anxiety Scale and  
(2) Fabic’s I Choose Charts.  
Available on Apple and Android devices  
for $4.99

I Am Beauty-full  
Just For Being Me 
A children’s books with a power-full 
message for children of all ages 0 to 100+ 
Colour Story Book $15.00  
Colouring Book $10.00 
Set with both books $20.00

DaDs & Daughters

I’m a dad. How do I sHow affectIon to my 
pubescent daugHter?

Prior to the onset of puberty, dads are often 
free flowing with their expression of love and 
affection for their ‘little girl’. Dads will rarely 
hold back from wrapping their daughters in 
their arms and showing love and affection 
to them. However, when puberty begins this 
affection can begin to withdraw and a father’s 
interactions with his daughter can become 
more ‘functional’ – becoming more about what 
needs ‘doing’ in life and not them just ‘being’ 
together. 

A daughter going through puberty often feels 
like a foreign and uncomfortable process for a 
father.  As their ‘little girl’ begins developing 
into their ‘woman’s body’ it is not uncommon 
for a father to become uncomfortable 
and unsure as to how to be a dad to their 
pubescent and developing daughter! I wonder 
why?

This discomfort is commonly felt in the 
expression of affection.  A father can begin to 
question:

•	Can I still cuddle my little girl?
•	What if I touch her in the wrong place 

accidently?
•	She is becoming a woman now; do I keep 

showing her affection?
•	How do I physically be with my daughter?
•	How do I talk to her about this ‘girl stuff’?
•	Do I still have a part to play in my daughter’s 

life?

This questioning and discomfort can result in a 
lot of confused feelings for the father and they 
can tend to withdraw from being a dad to their 
daughter: physical withdrawal and sometimes 
emotional withdrawal. The love is no less felt 
by the father, but the confusion and lack of 
confidence begins to take over.

With this withdrawal of the previously free 
flowing affection, daughters also become 
confused and can develop feelings of:

•	What have I done wrong?
•	Why is my dad rejecting me?
•	Why does he not love me any more?
•	What do I need to do for my dad to love me 

again?
•	Where else can I get the love from?

Rejection, hurt, sadness, anger and/or 
resentment can soon form the foundation of 
father-daughter exchanges. 

Clearly puberty is a big time for father 
and daughter. Is it possible for this to be a 
supportive and loving time for both, rather than 
a confusing and uncomfortable time?

Whether you are a dad with a pubescent 
daughter or a dad whose daughter will one day 
reach puberty, your daughter will always enjoy 
a relationship built on the foundation of not 
holding back the expression of love.  Cuddles, 
hand holding, unimposing expressions of love 
and affection will always be appreciated when 
expressed in a way of treating your daughter 
with the love and respect that she deserves.  
This love does not ask her to ‘do’ and allows 
her to ‘be’ the beauty-full woman that she is 
developing to be.  You encourage her to be 
responsible and to be herself in the world. 

Your role As dAd is so verY imporTAnT
You as the dad are the first relationship your 
daughter has with any male. You set the 
benchmark of what she will accept in her 
future relationships. Your key is to treat her to 
know without doubt the level of love that she 
deserves. Your daughter will accept no less 
than the way you treat her. Offer your daughter 
minimal or imposing love and affection and this 
is what she will accept in her future. Offer her 
true, respectful and unimposing love and this 
will be her benchmark for what she will accept 
in her future.

A dad’s role is very important to their daughter 
though puberty and this is not a time to 
withdraw but to offer a standard that your 
daughter will never accept anything less than 
what you have offered to her.

They key is to continue expressing the free flow 
of love and unimposing affection from when she 
was born until forever!

Words: Tanya Curtis
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WIN! CHILDREN’S BOOK PACK 
For your chance to win Tanya Curtis’  
new release book, I Am Beauty-Full 
Just for Being Me, complete with 
accompanying colouring book, simply 
head to www.havenmagazine.com.au and 
follow the Competition/Giveaway links. 
prize pack valued at $20.

presenting a powerful message for 
children young and old, Tanya’s book, 
beautifully illustrated by artist desiree 
delaloye, explores the notion of true 
inner beauty and supports all children to 
accept themselves for being them.

More: www.sunlightink.com


